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Advanced Project Portfolio Management and the PMO: Multiplying ROI at Warp SpeedJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003
This comprehensive book covers the strategy, tactics, and processes needed for successful project portfolio management. It outlines a road map to unprecedented project management improvement and includes a detailed implementation plan for both strategic planning and a PMO that gives you measurable results in weeks. The author delineates four...
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Tips and Techniques in Laparoscopic SurgerySpringer, 2004


	The purpose of this work is a descriptive demonstration of laparoscopic

	techniques approached in a very practical way. Every

	intervention, summarized in six stages, is carefully illustrated

	with an operating cliché and a plan that shows the progress of

	the phases of the intervention.





	The 17 operating...
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Data Scientists at WorkApress, 2014

	Data Scientists at Work is a collection of interviews with sixteen of the world's most influential and innovative data scientists from across the spectrum of this hot new profession. "Data scientist is the sexiest job in the 21st century," according to the Harvard Business Review. By 2018, the United States will...
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Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider: How to Unleash the Full Potential of Your Global WorkforceApress, 2014

	Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider teaches executives and managers of organizations how to unleash the full potential of their outsourced IT services workforce and IT-enabled business processes safely and profitably. Drawing on two decades of experience managing client relationships for global IT services companies,...
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Agile Software ConstructionSpringer, 2005
 This book is about exploiting as many features of the agile movement as possible to enhance our software development processes. It is about selling you the concept o fagile software development. It is about how to make your projects agile. It is about what tools you should use to become agile.

 This book is about not rejecting...
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104 Number Theory Problems: From the Training of the USA IMO TeamBirkhauser, 2006
This challenging problem book by renowned US Olympiad coaches, mathematics teachers, and researchers develops a multitude of problem-solving skills needed to excel in mathematical contests and research in number theory. Offering inspiration and intellectual delight, the problems throughout the book encourage students to express their ideas,...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-502): Microsoft® .NET Framework 3.5 Windows® Presentation FoundationMicrosoft Press, 2008
Announcing an all-new Self-Paced Training Kit designed to help maximize your performance on 70-502, the required exam for the new Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) certification for Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 Windows Presentation Foundation. 
 
This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice...
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C# 4.0 in a Nutshell: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2010

	
		What people are saying about C# 4.0 in a Nutshell

	
		"C# 4.0 in a Nutshell is one of the few books I keep on my desk as a quick reference. It is a book I recommend." --Scott Guthrie, Corporate Vice President, .NET Developer Platform, Microsoft Corporation

	
		"A must-read for a concise...
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Cryptography Engineering: Design Principles and Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The ultimate guide to cryptography, updated from an author team of the world's top cryptography experts.


	Cryptography is vital to keeping information safe, in an era when the formula to do so becomes more and more challenging. Written by a team of world-renowned cryptography experts, this essential guide is the...
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The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Project Management, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Schedule and coordinate projects seamlessly, start to finish!


	In today's ultracompetitive world of business, those in charge want results on time and on budget--and they're turning to project managers to deliver. Skilled project managers are in high demand, and the profession is growing at an unprecedented rate.

...
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Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10: Create Great Advanced GraphicsFriends of Ed, 2003

	This book will show you how to combine the power of Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10 to take your creative and production skills to new heights. Find out the best way to use them in tandem, with a seamless workflow, for stunning results in your print and web output. The book looks at how the programs work together to help you create great...
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20 Minutes to a Top Performer: Three Fast and Effective Conversations to Motivate, Develop, and Engage Your Employees (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Transform Average Employees into Powerhouse Performers


	“I cannot think of a more important message and timely book. 20 Minutes to a Top Performer offers quick, simple techniques for managers to improve their effectiveness in communicating with their teams.”

	Steven Fine, vice president for...
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